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Outline

This paper explores the use of self-ensembling (or teacher-student)
model for domain adaptation

I consistency regularization: minimizing the distance between student
and teacher network’s predictions

F student network (weights) is the current state of the model
F teacher network (weights) is the moving average of all previous states

of the model

I consistency regularization is applied on the unlabeled target data

Ad-hoc techniques used in this model
I confidence threshold to filter out teacher network’s poor predictions
I modulating normalization statistics of two domains
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Teacher-Student Model with Consistency Regularization

Consistency regularization: minimizing the distance between student
and teacher network’s predictions

Lc(xul, θ) = L(p(y|xul; θ), p+(y|xul; θ+))

Teacher and student networks
I weights θ of the student network p is the current state of the main

network and is updated via back-propagation
I weights θ+ of the teacher network p+ is an moving average of the past

states of the network
F θ+ = αθ+ + (1− α)θ, where θ is the current parameters
F θ+ is first initialized to be 0
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Teacher-Student Model for UDA

This paper proposes a simple application of mean teacher model to
UDA, without use of domain adaptation

I minimizing the task objective (i.e. cross-entropy) with source labeled
data

I minimizing the consistency regularization with target unlabeled data
I update student and source accordingly
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Ad-hoc Techniques for UDA

Confidence threshold to discard poor teacher network’s predictions
I for the first few epochs, the teacher network has not accumulated

enough past weights and is poor in making predictions
I to mitigate this problem, the paper sets confidence threshold to select

only confident predictions (based on the output softmax probability)

Modulating normalization statistics of two domains
I batch norm layers are typically used to standardize the input

distribution into network layers that help improve the performance
significantly

I batch norm statistics are computed based on training dataset during
training and use that statistics for normalization in inference

I however, because of the nature of domain adaptation, the statistics of
source and target domains are different from one another

I only statistics for target domain is needed during inference, thus this
paper creates separated vectors for these statistics, everything else
stays the same
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Thank you !
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Image Classification Benchmark
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